INNER COUNCIL

"And I will come down and talk with thee there: and I will take of the spirit which is upon thee, and will put it upon them: and they shall bear the burden of the people with thee, that thou bear it not thyself alone." (Numbers 11:17)

This is what the Lord told Moses when he complained to the Lord of the great responsibility that he was carrying alone.

With the increased growth of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., the activities and responsibilities are also increasing. It is not possible for the Presiding Director to be in several places at the same time. Therefore it has been decided to establish an "Inner Council" in the Ministry. Those people now on our mailing list for the "Proceedings", are all eligible. The following requirements must be met, however.

1. Residence of the applicant must be close enough that they can attend the meetings.

2. The applicants must take care of all their own expenses.

3. The applicants will be screened as to experience and background; in both physical and metaphysical relations.

4. The "Inner Council" will operate as a unit - and may qualify individually for future positions on the Board of Directors of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc.

5. The Board of Directors of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., may select individuals from the "Inner Council" for training and work connected with the research of the College of Universal Wisdom branch; on the "Integratron" and other equipment to be constructed in the future.

6. Any member selected by the Board of Directors of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., to be on the "Inner Council" may be removed from the "Inner Council" for any activity not in harmony with the
Articles of Incorporation or the By-laws of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., by a majority vote of the Board of Directors.

We need help from those who have experience in all walks of life. To be on the "Inner Council" will be a privilege—not a position.

Application can be by letter and all of those applying will be notified by mail of the decisions.

Initiation of the accepted applicants will require the taking of an oath before God, which may require personal sacrifices of time and effort.

Please do not apply unless you have freedom from debts and physical afflictions.

Those who cannot assist us by being physically on the "Inner Council" are urged to assist us in any other way they are inspired to do so.

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Tenth Annual Space Convention will be held at Giant Rock Airport, 17 miles North of Yucca Valley, California, on Saturday and Sunday, September 21st. and 22nd.

A varied program is planned for those attending. The program will be from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. both days, with the exception of motion pictures which will be shown on Saturday night.

The public is welcome to camp out. Food and drinks will be available on the property.

People desiring motels should write to the Yucca Valley Chamber of Commerce, Yucca Valley, Calif.

This convention is a personal activity on the part of Mr. G.W. Van Tassel, and has no connection in any way with the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc.
HORSE SCENTS AND CENTS SENSE

It should be obvious to any person with normal reasoning that this humanity is now reaching the lowest depths of its thousands of years of history. Most everything that is referred to as progress in this day and time is progression in the wrong direction. The economic system is a tool of Satanic control - with its products producing mostly some form of destruction.

From smog to grog and dog eat dog, this society is the influence of Satan.

This interest, or that interest, must be served by people for someone's monetary profit, or power gain. People's feelings and welfare are not taken into consideration by those who propose legislation for further restrictions of the people, or political profit for the privileged few.

Jet aircraft that cost the taxpayers $250,000.00 are sold to communist nations for $17,500.00 - while an American citizen is restricted from buying one.

Contributing manufacturers of drugs and foodstuffs are granted the special privilege of tax exemption on all products that were sent to communist Castro - while Americans who legally conform to the tax exemption laws for the benefit of people have to fight through legal barriers to get tax exemption.

We Americans send billions of dollars in "foreign aid" out of the country - while thousands of our own children go without proper food, or milk.

We contaminate our five miles altitude of breathable air with atomic and nuclear bomb tests and smog - while our movie stars and thousands of people die early in life from the results.

We continue to use transportation that emits poisons from internal combustion engines, when our scientific knowhow could provide electrical power to propel our vehicles.

We spray poisons on our agricultural products, and
contaminate our underground waters for thousands of years with atomic testing underground for "peaceful purposes". The atomic wastes we dump into our surface waters creates radioactive fish so that we can die indirectly from eating these fish.

All of these things and more are done for the almighty dollars, dividends, and profits derived from these destructive conditions.

The Earth is no longer a place for people, it's a place for things. People are now expendable for unfeeling things.

The nations meet hundreds of times across the conference table from each other not to solve the problems of people at odds, but to insure the control of copper or cobalt for their profit.

The United Nations is established as a "world peace organization", and now it is equipped with jet bombers and mercenary armies with which to kill the people, if necessary to establish "peace" among people who were already peaceful among the world's nations.

Business people go broke when they cannot make a legitimate profit from their enterprises, but when the government goes broke they print more money and run us all into debt to the tune of $300,000,000,000.00 dollars.

When does all this end?

We have two choices coming up very soon. Nuclear war or economic collapse. We either have to fight a war to protect our investment in military equipment, or the world economic system of profit and interest will collapse of its own weight. In either case chaos will result for the people. Those who have the most money and possessions are going to suffer the most.

While this is all getting worse the authorities prohibit pictures and articles in the "free press" from being revealed to the public. These things I refer to have nothing to do with security, or military secrecy.

I tried all over the United States to get the picture of the buildings and connecting tubes, in the
Gassendi Crater on our moon, published in newspapers. All city editors of the most prominent newspapers agreed to publish the picture when I talked with them. Not once did it get printed in any of the papers. Is this "freedom of the press" according to the Constitution?

This picture **alone** will prove that intelligent people, who know how to construct buildings, are living on other places besides the Earth.

Pictures of the Gassendi Crater were published over thirty years ago, showing the lines in the crater which maintain an air pressure system throughout this base on the Moon.

Thirty years ago we didn't have dependable airplanes, let alone rockets. So the sceptics cannot say this is a base secretly built by any Earth government.

Jonathon Swift, who wrote "Gulliver's Travels", described the two moons around Mars as to their size, orbit, and distance from the surface of Mars, 176 years before the astronomers first "discovered" them. He said he was taken for a ride on "a city in the sky" and shown these moons. Naturally, in his time, a large spacecraft capable of carrying several hundreds of people would seem like "a city in the sky".

Few people know that one of our prominent millionaires, John Jacob Astor, wrote a book called "A Journey In Other Worlds" in 1894. He described living people, animals, and other things on the other planets. He was not considered "nuts", and was posthumously honored when he went down with the "Titanic".

The impact on the economic system, and the churches, is the sole reason for the withholding by the authorities of the now proven fact that other people of higher intelligence live in space besides the upright animals of this Earth.

The greatest event in our recorded history is being restricted from the people of the Earth.

These authorities will go down in history as tyrants for restricting this information, regardless of how many beneficent things they may do.
These facts will become known to all of the people of the Earth very soon.

A cent cannot be anything but a copper coin given a specific value by the economic structure.

A scent can be the fragrance of a rose or perfume; but it can also be a stink, or a stench.

Sense could be mistaken for the plural of a cent, or cents, but authority has these two so confused in their minds that they cannot distinguish the difference.

A horse doesn't smell bad, but its stable does.

Authority is the same way - all nice people to be with socially, but what they put out economically and politically stinks. And "security" is being used by them to try and conceal the smell.

ANNIVERSARY YEAR

This September - October issue of the "Proceedings" is the second issue of the tenth year of its printing.

This issue is as late as the last issue was. We would like to be able to send this publication out every two months, but this is impossible with our present work load.

Again we must remind our readers, if you move, send us your new and old addresses.

FRONT PAGE PICTURE

The picture on the front page of this issue of the "Proceedings" is of the first segment of the electrostatic generator for the "Integratron".

There are 32 of these segments in the spinners. The fact that these segments are non-metallic in their structure made it necessary to use methods of assembly other than metal connections.

The segments are to be covered with sheet fiberglass.
THE INTEGRATRON

Progress on the building of this giant machine is accelerating due to the addition of your Director's brother, J.D. Van Tassel, to the construction. Jack and his wife Thelma are now building a home near the Integratron.

This machine is to be used to prove the practical application of God's laws of Polarity, through Magnetic and Static-Electrical effects on all living things.

The first of 32 segments of the Electro-Static generator has been removed from the major assembly jig and is ready for physical tests. Over half of the 448 parts composing these large armatures are finished.

It is hoped that our associate in Chicago will be moved out here within a few months and further accelerate this scientific effort to prove religious principles.

It is our intentions, as soon as we are financially able, to start a replica of Ezekiel's Temple. This principle, described in the Bible, was once made to operate on a small scale by Michael Faraday, and was known as "the Faraday Cage".

An Eastern business man attempted to duplicate "the Faraday Cage" at considerable expense, without obtaining any satisfactory results - primarily because he was given the wrong information on how to make it.

This apparatus made it possible for Ezekiel to "look into the future" and make accurate prophecies.

Our actions here are still limited to your action in supporting us in all ways.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Due to the fact that we still have several dirt roads coming into the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc. property, we are in need of a used road grader - since the County does not provide care for our roads.

Possibly one of our readers could get one that is not being used for donation to the Ministry.
"These are the three sons of Noah: and of them was the whole Earth overspread." (Genesis 9:19)

On the radio news report of July 25th, 1963, I heard a Catholic Priest say "Racism is blasphemy against God".

Ever since Noah's time the Ham (Black), Shem (White), and Japheth (Yellow) people have propagated "each seed after their own kind," with a minority of exceptions of cross mating between the colors of people.

It is evident that God made the Black people black, the White people white, and the Yellow people yellow, from as far back as recorded history goes.

Some cash register churches today will profess anything to get anybody of any race, belief, or no belief at all to keep the cash rolling in. If the Pope backs up the statement of the priest, who could be ignorantly expressing his own opinion, then God, who made the different colors, will probably be expected to apologize to the church for not making everyone of the same color.

The Bible lists the descendants of Shem (White), the Ham (Black), and the Japheth (Yellow) people as being created separately.

These three colors of people inhabited the Earth in widely separated areas long before they migrated around and discovered each other as being of different colors. God made all of them the colors they are and no color is "better" than another.

All of the trouble on the color issue today is being instigated and agitated by the mongrels who can not claim purity of color and a few gullible people of true color who are being financed to stir up internal trouble in this country.

Color really is not the issue. I have many black friends and many friends of other colors, as all of you have.
The issue is rebellion against conditions. The demonstrators are being used to foment trouble upon which politicians and power-hungry people can gain more power or prestige.

The Negro has gained more, and had more advantages in this country than in any other country in the World, including his home countries in Africa.

The conditions which the Negroes feel is wrong, is wrong, has been wrong, and will continue to be wrong for a long time yet. The wrong started when White people took them out of the place where God put them and used them as slaves and servants and looked down on them as lesser creatures.

This generation is paying now for the crime of our ancestors who brought the Negroes here "out of their place". Now the White people are moving out where the Negro moves in.

This is not the answer, and legislating laws is not the answer. The laws are being urged by hypocrites who segregate themselves and their children from integration. This in itself should be evidence to the Negroes and Whites, that some other purpose is back of the pressure for integration.

Misunderstanding among people of any color, or the same color, has always been due to lack of communication between them.

"And the whole Earth was of one language, and of one speech". (Genesis 11:1)

This was before wars, and before humans divided religions, languages, and politics in order to pit one side against the other, while the politicians agreed with each side to their face and agitated one against the other behind their backs.

These same dividers of God's way from the Tower of Babel in Biblical record, until the United Nations of now, will never solve a simple problem by further complexing of it with laws that worsen the condition by the very act of enforcement.

People of all colors just get madder when they are
forced to do something.

The dividers who sit in the middle and profit by the conflict from both sides don't want to solve this problem of racial, religious and human understanding.

A solution that would resolve the issue would "kill the goose that lays the (dividers) golden eggs".

The modern Tower of Babel, the United Nations (which is further dis-united than anything else now existing, and broke besides), is not going to bring anything out of the World mess but constant rebellions from all people in all places.

People, of any color, must first "earn the right" of culture under God's law of The Golden Rule before they are rewarded with friendship of other people.

If you do something nice to others your return will be greater than you can realize. This is something the plotting dividers and politicians haven't learned yet.

One God doesn't administer Its laws and benefits more through one church than It does through another.

Religion is only as great as humans live it, not as it is expounded through words from pulpits by dividing faiths and beliefs.

Color of one's race is only as pure as humans keep it, and no color is better, or worse, than another.

If the politicians and heads of the nations of the World wanted to unite the people of the World in understanding, which must be done before there can be a One World Government, then they will start with first things first. They cannot build the roof before the foundation and expect to have it stand.

Communication is the first step between people of the World. The dividers cannot rule a divided World. It will always be upsetting their plans with unforeseen incidents. Neither can One World Government create the head and force its ideology on the people. There are just too many people and too few heads to fall.
Ultimately every planet reaches a state of One World Government - but not with millionaire playboys, or hard heads at the top.

Politicians are not qualified leaders. They are people who went into politics because of their tricky nature and would have been failures in a competitive business world.

We must get back to God's way if we ever are to have peace.

First let the government heads sit down around one table (even in the United Nations building) and proclaim that effective after a certain date, that every child born in the World would be taught the same language, regardless of which language it is, then in one generation the people of the World could communicate with each other regardless of what nation they are born in.

This would solve the communication problem. Then the nations with a mutual understanding could resolve all other issues.

Religion is the Art of True Living.

Racial Color is God given.

Rebellion is the result of man's knowledge of other men's ignorance.

NOT MENTIONED IN THE NEWS

A few of the things that are happening that do not come out on Radio, T.V., or in the newspapers are here brought to your attention.

If the new "Saturn C-5" Moon rocket (still in the building stage) should have an accidental blow-up on the launching pad, the energy release would be the same as a one Megaton A-Bomb.

Laser guns now being tested could wipe out 20,000 men in one sweep of the terrain. Was this weapon used by Joshua in the Biblical record?
THE WHOLE PICTURE

With the present World Crisis appearing on T.V., in the newspapers, on radio, and in magazines, the people are gradually being filled with the rankest, materialistic, Godless acts recorded in history.

The United States of America was built by people who crossed the oceans to escape from religious persecutions and high taxes.

The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution were drawn up by God-inspired men. This Country was truly free until about 30 years ago - when monopolies and special interests subverted the officials and started making "laws" by the thousands. This has developed to the point where you now are required to get permits, or licenses from micro-government to macro-government officials in order to buy, sell, give away, trade, start a fire, dig a hole, drive a car, or baby sit.

Legislators are dreaming up every conceivable kind of a restriction to keep people from being free in the United States, while diplomats scream to the rest of the World how free we are and how we are going to "risk our cities to save their cities".

The laws are piling up so fast that it is almost illegal to be an American anymore.

The destroyers have already broken into the last freedom, that of religion, by interpreting the law in a contrary manner to which it was written and intended. Now there is action taking place to eliminate the Christmas school vacations.

The minorities are screaming for equal rights while they tread on the very rights they are asking for.

The hypocrites are professing peace on all sides while they build more and bigger bombs.

The inanimate bombs, automation machines, and electronic brains don't care what color any other bomb or machine is, or how big or little, or who it belongs to. These creations are without feeling for the workers they put out of jobs, or the people they vaporize.
The destroyers are about to destroy themselves through the effects of what they have caused. One cannot legislate feelings in people, even with all the laws in the World.

The "One Worlders", both religious and political, are trying to consummate in one generation what has not been possible in thousands of years of history. Prohibition proved that you cannot enforce laws just because you make the laws.

All restrictive laws do is build up the critical mass in people until they finally rebel.

After wars in which enemies become allies, and allies become enemies, the people aren't being fooled anymore. I predict that in event of another major war, the first casualties will be the national heads of the governments, killed by their own people who are fed up with lies and laws of restriction on their freedoms.

The propaganda machines are agitating full blast - black against white, capitalist against communist, atheist against religion, worker against employer, and human against God, while people are about to blow up on the pad in the launching of a missile of law against emotions.

We keep hearing about "the law of the land" from top authorities who apparently don't know what the law means. The law of this country was established to make its citizens feel free - not to have freedom by law rammed down their throat like some vile medicine.

The fallacy of un-godly actions is demonstrated today by every nation on the Earth. They all have internal troubles with their own people and external troubles with all other nations.

Everything on the Earth is living like God intended, except people. They are trying to be better than God by making laws to live by, instead of following the laws of Nature, or God.

Every law made by the human element that is in conflict with God's law will only defeat its purpose by creating worse conditions.